
Rovereto Workshop on Concepts, Actions and Objects - Functional and neuronal perspectives - May 4 - 7, 2017

FRIDAY, 5 MAY 2017, POSTER SESSION A

NR SURNAME NAME TITLE

1 AGLINSKAS AIDAS Network level taxonomy of the core/extended person perception system

2 AMALRIC MARIE Dissociation between language- and math-responsive networks in the brain

3 ARGIRIS GEORGETTE Modality-specific processing of natural and artificial entities: An EEG study

4 BACH PATRIC Attributing goals to others induces predictive biases in action observation: differential effects in autistic and typically developing individuals.

5 BANKSON BRETT Temporal dynamics of visual object processing and representational similarity

6 BARILARI MARCO The role of vision in the development of sound symbolism

7 BOLLINI ALICE Visual Processing in the blind hemifield of a hemianopic patient: Insights from ERPs.

8 BONN CORY Dot-size variance reduces biases in numerical discrimination and estimation tasks

9 BOUHALI FLORENCE Orthographic codes in the ventral visual system and the reading network revealed by complex grapheme manipulation

10 BRACCI STEFANIA View-invariant representation of communicative and action hand postures in human lateral occipitotemporal cortex

11 BRANDMAN TALIA What drives scene-selective representations in the brain?

12 BUCHMANN ILKA Anosognosia in Apraxia of Familiar Tool Use

13 CATTOIR STEPHANIE Is human middle temporal complex multimodal or supramodal?

14 COLTON JAMES Acting in spite of intention: action-effect anticipation is sufficient to induce non-willed motor responses

15 COUTANCHE MARC The interaction of conceptual dimensions for animate items in the human ventral stream

16 DECARLI GISELLA The inter-individual differences in number and face processing

17 DECROIX JEREMY Timing of gesture and outcome processing during action decoding

18 EL RASSI ELIE P1 and traveling alpha waves in the MEG

19 EL-SOURANI NADIYA I spy with my little eye: How contextual objects shape brain activity during action observation

20 ESPOSITO GIANLUCA Romantic attunement and its influence on brain response to emotional social stimuli

21 FALAGIARDA FEDERICA Face/voice integration of emotion expressions: a gating paradigm

22 FAROOQUI AUSAF Task Construals and Hierarchical Organization of Cognition

23 FINKEL LISA The role of frontal versus parietal contribution to impaired pantomime production after left hemisphere stroke

24 GAGGERO GIULIA Searching the subjective and objective sources of musical beauty

25 GIANNI EUGENIA The development of spatial representation and episodic memory

26 GILMORE ADRIAN Characterizing parietal memory network responses under incidental memory task conditions

27 MATTAVELLI GIULIA Object and action naming in patients with brain tumours: a VLSM study.

28 SPERANDIO IRENE Modulatory effects of conscious vision on pupillary light responses

29 TURELLA LUCA The role of the early visual cortex in action planning with and without visual information
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SATURDAY, 6 MAY 2017, POSTER SESSION B

NR SURNAME NAME TITLE

1 CESANA-ARLOTTI NICOLO Steps toward a pupillometry of the possible

2 ESPOSITO ROMINA Effects of cerebellar TBS on visuomotor adaptation: a multimodal approach

3 GORBUNOVA ELENA The role of object working memory in visual search for multiple targets

4 GOTTS STEPHEN Whole-brain disturbances of functional connectivity in apraxia relate to behavioral impairments in tool use and action selection

5 GREENE MICHELLE The Rapid Perception of Functional Scene Features

6 GROEN IRIS Convolutional neural networks best predict representational dissimilarity in scene-selective cortex, but not behavior

7 HAFRI ALON Neural representations of observed actions generalize across static and dynamic visual input

8 KABDEBON CLAIRE Labelling abstract representations in 5 month-old infants

9 KALIUKHOVICH DZMITRY

Higher visual laterointermediate area in rats shows a greater degree of repetition suppression, position and clutter tolerance than primary visual 

cortex

10 LEONARDELLI ELISA Supramodal semantic representations – an MEG study

11 MAGNANI FRANCESCA Body Schema components in Parkinson Disease

12 MALFATTI GIULIA Modifications in action goal encoding during tool pantomimes reveal interactions between dorsal and ventral streams.

13 MARGONI FRANCESCO Do 21-month-olds distinguish between accepted authority and coercive dominance?

14 MCDONOUGH KATRINA Seeing is Believing? Prior knowledge of others' beliefs bias perception of their actions.

15 MONACO SIMONA Increased functional connectivity between the early visual cortex and sensory-motor areas when planning an action in the dark

16 PITCHER DAVID The superior temporal sulcus is causally connected to the amygdala: A combined TBS-fMRI study

17 RAGNI FLAVIO An eccentricity effect for different stimulus categories during visual imagery

18 READER ARRAN rTMS to left supramarginal area PF reduces digit velocity during imitation of finger gestures

19 ROSSIT STEPHANIE Cortical representations of tool-identity and tool-action properties during viewing and pantomiming

20 SCARPINA FEDERICA Tool-use effect on Body Schema in Parkinson’s Disease.

21 SHARPS HELEN

Children’s goal-directed imitation and adult’s automatic imitation have measurable continuity and may be reliant upon the same underlying 

mechanisms

22 SOLOMON SARAH Modeling individual concepts as graph theoretical networks

23 SURIAN LUCA Moral Judgment in Old Age: Evidence for an Intent-to-Outcome Shift

24 THORAT SUSHRUT Using convolutional neural networks to measure the contribution of visual features to the representation of object animacy in the brain

25 TONIN DIANA The effects of TMS over the lateral occipital (LO) and anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) on real and pantomimed grasping

26 UBALDI SILVIA Temporal dynamics of the core and extended face perception system with fMRI

27 WANG XIAOYING Disentangling representations of object shape and manipulation in tool-related brain regions 

28 WARD EMILY General transformations of object representations in human visual cortex


